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Jean Robinson:  Before you started working on Title IX, describe a little bit about 
growing up -- where you went to school, how you ended up at Wellesley College, how 
you started getting interested in women‟s issues. 
 
Holly Knox:  I grew up in several different places.  My family moved around a little bit 
but I went to high school in Connecticut.  I lived in Michigan, suburban Detroit, basically 
suburban New York before and after, so I grew up in suburban New York and 
Connecticut.  I went to public high school there.  I chose Wellesley because I knew a 
classmate of my sister‟s (I have a sister who‟s two years older) who had gone there and 
she invited me to come and spend a weekend.  So I went and spent the weekend and fell 
in love with Wellesley and that was it.  I applied early admissions and got in.   
 
Julia Lamber:  They had early admissions even then?  
 
HK: Yes.  I had a guidance counselor who mentioned Radcliffe, but I wasn‟t 
interested.  I went to Wellesley mostly, I think, because of this exuberant woman I 
visited.  She was just an outgoing, exuberant person.  So I wanted to go there.  That‟s 
how I got to Wellesley.  I majored in Political Science.  I don‟t actually remember how I 
chose that major but it was certainly the right thing for me because I was always 
interested in the political process.  I wouldn‟t say I was a feminist in college.  I didn‟t 
have that level of consciousness, although I did read Betty Friedan and I used to give 
lectures about “all men are created equally obnoxious” (laughs) bringing feminist 
consciousness to my friends. 
 
JR: You graduated in 1968? 
 
HK: I graduated in 1968, so it was the Vietnam War era.  Wellesley has a Washington 
Internship Program, then and still, and I got myself on that and I got sent to Washington 
the summer before my senior year.  I had the good fortune to be assigned to a Wellesley 
alum, who was a special assistant to the head of Title I program (Title I of the Education 
Amendments, which is the main anti-poverty program) of what was then the U.S. Office 
of Education.  Now Education is a cabinet department, but then it was part of HEW 
[Department of Health, Education, and Welfare].  This is just where I got assigned.  We 
all got assigned usually to an alum who took care of us for the summer.  So I got assigned 
to Carol Fishman, and, as I said, she was the number two person in her office.  She was a 
real mover – often women did not have glamorous sounding jobs but they got everything 
done in an agency and Carol was one of those.  The second really great gift I got was they 
didn‟t have an office for me, so Carol had kind of a big office with an extra desk and 
chair so I got stuck in her office for the summer.  The best education really of all was 
simply sitting in Carol‟s office listening to her talk on the telephone; I got to witness  
how she operated.  It was marvelous education.  In terms of work, she often loaned me 
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out to the legislative office.  This office was a liaison to Congress, so the office was 
constantly dealing with the congressional committee staff, doing things for them, and 
covering hearings.  I got sent up on the Hill a lot.  I got the assignment of covering a 
hearing and then writing a report.  That office covered education hearings for the agency 
and then we circulated hearing reports so I got so I could sit in a hearing and write a 
report at the same time.  Then I‟d come back and hand it to a secretary (I couldn‟t type 
then).  That was back in the days of typewriters.  So that was what I did.  We lived in a 
dorm at George Washington University for the summer -- the whole Wellesley bunch.  I 
went back to Wellesley for my last year.  I had no idea what I was going to do with 
myself, but in the spring I got a call from the guy who was the head of that legislative 
office saying, “I have two openings; do you want to come interview for it?”  So I said, 
“Oh, ok.”  I went down to Washington; I was there when Bobby Kennedy was 
assassinated in California and there were riots.  I got the job; I think I really had the job 
before because they knew me.   
 
JL: Legislative hearings are such a good thing for an intern to do. 
 
HK: That‟s how I went to Washington.  That‟s how I got involved in education policy.  
So I had that job and then two other closely related jobs over the next nine years, all 
dealing with education policy.  That was also a great education.  I went there at the end of 
the Johnson administration.  Am I going on for too long? 
 
JL: Nope.  Nope, you‟re doing just fine. 
 
HK: I got there at the end of the Johnson administration, the weaning days of the so-
called “War on Poverty.”  Nixon was elected that same year so within a year after I got 
there the Republicans came in.  That was rather depressing.  I was never happy working 
under the auspices of a Republican administration which was obviously much more 
conservative compared to Johnson who was doing all of this stuff.  
 
JR: Compared to today  
 
HK: Compared to Reagan, compared to Bush.  We can give Nixon credit for China.  I 
actually heard on a local talk show somebody said, “Oh he signed Title IX”.   He opposed 
it folks.    
 
Anyway, the jobs were all in HEW; they were all on the education side of HEW in the 
US Office of Education.  By then they had setup an external relations office over the 
legislative office.  I worked for that guy; I was a special assistant and then they elevated 
the Office of Education and he got a bigger title but it was in the Office of External 
Affairs.  But they were all closely related jobs; they all had to do with being a liaison, 
primarily with Congress and with outside groups.  That was also a great education 
because we witnessed everything that went on in Congress with education policy, 
covered hearings, talked to staff, covered conference committees, floor debates, etc.  We 
were basically the gophers for the congressional staff for the education agencies.  
Whenever somebody in Congress, usually committee staff, needed some information, 
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they called us.  And we ran around and got it.  So I also got to know the whole agency.  
And I was good at getting information and knew all the really responsive people and I got 
to know something about all of the programs because I was providing information and 
sometimes maybe developing testimony.  It was a great view of both; I got to know the 
agency itself overall and the workings of Congress on education policy and the 
intersection of the two.  It was a great view.  It was a hilltop view of both of those.   
 
JL: And you got to know lots of people in Congress too.  Especially staffers, right? 
 
HK: Right, right.  Worked very closely. 
 
There was a program called the Educational Staff Seminar which was setup by an outside 
group – it was IEL (Institute for Educational Leadership) -- and they got some grant 
money to run a program that was designed basically to educate congressional staff people 
on education issues and the executive branch.  They ran field trips.  We went to Israel to 
look at education in Israel; we went to out to Navajo country to look at Indian education.  
They had lots of seminars and meetings. 
 
JL: Do you know where IEL got their grant from? 
 
HK: Probably from Ford or Carnegie; I don‟t really remember. 
 
JR: What a great thing. 
 
HK: It was a great thing.  The other thing that it did was to give us informal social time 
with each other and the congressional staff people.  You go on a trip together; you go to a 
dinner meeting. . . . 
 
JR: It was congressional staff and executive branch staff; was it also for teachers? 
 
HK: No.  It was Washington policy-oriented.  So it was Washington policy makers; 
there might have been some interest groups, might have been NEA people.  More likely 
they were putting on the program for us.  But the seminars were to educate education 
policy people in the government on issues of the day.  That was another piece of my 
education.  I was trying to reconstruct the sequence of this to where the women‟s stuff 
came in.   
 
In 1970, I was assigned to develop and write the administration testimony on Edith 
Green‟s bill that later became Title IX. That was one of the basic jobs of the legislative 
office where I worked.  When Congress was going to have hearings on an education bill, 
or even if they weren‟t having hearings but the bill had enough oomph behind it and or 
had visibility, they wanted the administration to weigh in on it.  Our office got that 
assignment and our job was not only to write the testimony but also to develop and 
articulate the policy.  We were the catalyst.  We were the coordinator, the organizers.  So 
if it was a bill on education of disabled kids, we would involve the head of that program 
office and get them to read the legislation.  We would coordinate; we‟d bring together the 
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agency people who had at stake a relevant program and work out a tentative policy with 
them.  We would research the issue, write up testimony saying “Here‟s the problem” and 
document with statistics and stuff like that.  You say what your position is on the 
legislation at hand and what your recommendations are.  So we would do all that and 
then come up with a draft and then shepherd it up through the bureaucratic structure.   
Anything bureaucratic had to be signed off on by the Commissioner of Education, the 
Secretary of HEW, and a bunch of people in between.  Ultimately it would go in theory 
to the White House; sometimes that was just to OMB [Office of Management and 
Budget].  Sometimes if a bill or issue had enough visibility or was an inter-departmental 
thing, the White House actually would get involved.  So that‟s how that worked.   
 
I was the junior person in the office, one of two females; it was a small office, only 6 of 
us.  I was assigned the testimony on this women‟s rights bill.  I knew nothing about the 
issue; it was not a visible issue.  No one talked about it until Edith Green introduced this 
bill.  The only reason there were hearings was because she was the subcommittee chair.  
And she said “This is important to me and I‟m going to have hearings on it.”  So I started 
the research to find out what is this “sex discrimination in education” thing that this bill is 
talking about.  There was very little information available on it.  There was not much and 
most of what there was probably was developed by Bunny -- there were two studies by 
Bunny Sandler and a couple articles.   But I found whatever I could put my hands on;  it 
was mostly higher education oriented because Edith Green‟s subcommittee is higher 
education and that was her interest and orientation.  As you know, Bunny was the major 
impetus behind this and she came out of the higher education background.  It was her 
experience being discrimination against in teaching.  There wasn‟t very much in the way 
of data about what was going on in elementary and secondary education.  Generally there 
just wasn‟t much, but I pulled together whatever there was and I was horrified!  I was not 
very far out of college; I had no idea this stuff was going on.  I had no idea that at 
Harvard there were zero women full professors in schools, that graduate schools had 
policies of not accepting women.  I was just horrified at what little I could find out and 
document in this testimony.  There really wasn‟t anybody in the agency to consult with 
about this because there was no program in the agency that was relevant to this.  I drafted 
a strong piece of testimony putting all the statistics I could find in it, how terrible this all 
was and recommended supporting the bill.  So that was really my initial involvement in 
any formal way.   
 
I‟ll tell you the rest of that story but, as an aside, I will mention the other thing that had a 
really big influence on me.  I don‟t remember the timing of this but I went to a weekend 
women‟s workshop.  It must‟ve been about the same time but I honestly don‟t remember 
if it was later or before; the workshop was put on by NTL (National Training Lab).  This 
was in the era of all that human consciousness training that was being done all around the 
country.  So I went to this women‟s workshop and that was a real consciousness raiser for 
me because I met women who were in very different lines of work and I really saw that 
we all have everything in common.  There was a librarian and I had kind of looked down 
on librarians.  I really got that as women we have so much common experience – it didn‟t 
matter what kind of background we came from, what kind of work we did, or how much 
education we had.  We all had experienced life from being a woman.  As I said, I can‟t 
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remember whether that came before or after the Title IX testimony but that was another 
thing that just flipped me over the edge.  That was like Paul falling off the donkey; this 
was the feminist revelation and from then on “I were a feminist.”   
 
Back to the Title IX testimony.  So I wrote this passionate, eloquent testimony about how 
bad the situation was and how much this bill was needed and started taking it up through 
the ranks.  My first encounter was with the Deputy Commissioner of Education who was 
a lovely, older guy, Peter Muirhead, who had been around and in higher education for 
years.  He was ultimately the guy who presented this testimony at the hearings.  I 
remember him saying to me, “Well, I know there‟s no problem in higher education, 
because I‟m from there.  You know, at least there‟s no problem there,” he assured me.  
So that was the level of awareness and this is a well-meaning guy.  The commissioner of 
education was Harold Howe.  And Howe was a great progressive, had fought bloody 
fights over school busing and other racial issues, and was definitely a sympathetic guy.  
Elliot Richardson was the secretary of HEW, also a progressive character but he didn‟t 
really get involved much.   As my testimony went up through the ranks at HEW, it 
survived pretty much intact.  The law is going to affect the Justice Department and the 
Labor Department.  It affected all federally funded education programs, some of which 
were operated out of other departments, so it wasn‟t just a departmental thing and it did 
go to the White House.  We were called to a meeting at the White House and my boss, 
Charlie Saunders, who was the head of External Relations, went with me.  I don‟t 
remember who ran the meeting, somebody on the domestic policy staff, but he convened 
the meeting with representatives from each department that was affected.  Charlie and I 
were the representatives of the Department of HEW and there were one or two people 
from Justice, one or two people from Labor, and I don‟t remember who else, probably 
like the National Endowment for the Arts because they do education things, but all of the 
relevant agencies were gathered in a room to discuss what the administration‟s position 
should be on this bill.  I was the only woman in the room.  I was probably by far the 
youngest person in the room.  Charlie and I were probably the only ones who weren‟t 
lawyers in the room.  It was my job to present the argument – Charlie went along for 
moral support. 
 
JL: He did not take over the report to present it? 
 
HK: No, he didn‟t.   I was out front. 
 
JR: You were like 23? 
 
HK: I was born in ‟46 so I was 24.  The bottom line is:  I lost. 
 
JL: They hated it? 
 
HK: No, these were seasoned bureaucratic lawyers; they didn‟t hate it but they didn‟t 
really think it was necessary. 
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JL: Did they believe what you had said; I mean they didn‟t say “Oh, that can‟t be 
true.”? 
 
HK: No.  I don‟t think they cared.  It was like no one ever heard of discrimination or 
gender in education.  It was, however, the time of the women‟s movement, so there are 
issues of gender equity that were definitely floating around.  But, it was not something 
that anyone was planning to take on.  Now the representative of the Labor Department 
probably cared.  Bunny Sandler had filed those suits.  WEAL [Women‟s Equity Action 
League] had filed those class action suits on the executive orders so they undoubtedly 
knew about all of that.  I don‟t really remember much about the discussion or what the 
rationale was but it was like more trouble than it was worth, more complicated than it 
was worth and it wasn‟t important.  The decision was that we did not need this 
legislation.  It wasn‟t necessary.  So that was the Nixon administration‟s position.   
 
JL: “We don‟t need this, but we don‟t have to say what we do need instead, we just 
don‟t need it?” 
 
HK: Right!  Right!  This simply is not necessary at this time.  
 
JR: Was there active opposition or was it just we don‟t care about this because it‟s so 
unimportant? 
 
HK: Right, not necessary.  That was to me really a loss because by this time I was a 
passionate advocate.  So we were forced to present the U.S. Office of Education position 
to Edith Green‟s hearing; Peter Muirhead, the lovely guy who said he was at least 
confident that there was no problem with higher education, was the representative.  He 
was the Deputy Commissioner of Education; I don‟t know why the Commissioner didn‟t 
go himself.  Maybe it wasn‟t important enough, or maybe he was fighting other battles.  
So we trundle up to the hearings, and I am still the aide so I go with him, as moral 
support for him and to whisper in his ear to provide him information, if necessary.  So he 
presented this testimony, with the first ten pages where I documented the problem and 
whatever statistics I could come up with and how terrible this discrimination is.  It was all 
in tact.  And a paragraph is tacked on at the end which says, “However, we do not believe 
that there is any need for this legislation at this time.”   
 
I didn‟t have to rewrite the testimony; I just had to rewrite the last paragraph or two.  It 
was ludicrous.  To my everlasting gratefulness, Peter read this testimony, citing chapter 
and verse about what discrimination there was, and said at the end, “However, we do not 
believe there is a need for this legislation at this time.  We do not support this bill.”  And 
Edith Green said “I can‟t believe it!  You‟ve just told us why it is needed.”  I just sit there 
going “yes!” (laughs)  So the testimony itself and the stuff that I put in there did provide 
support but the administration did oppose the bill.  I attended all of the hearings, however 
many dates she had, because this was now my bill.  My other memory of these hearings 
was that the only reason there were hearings was because Edith wanted them.  She had a 
hard time getting other members of the committee to show up.  Usually there might be 
one and I remember the ranking Republican, Al Quie, from Minnesota, showing up and 
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laughing, kind of giggling at how silly this all was.  No one took it seriously except Edith 
Green.   
 
JL: Was OCR involved in any of this? 
 
HK: OCR would certainly have weighed in on the testimony.  They would have been a 
major player when the testimony got drafted.  I might have gone over and talked but I 
don‟t remember talking to somebody there, but they would‟ve had to sign off on it on the 
way up to the Secretary.  I don‟t remember in particular.  There was kind of a vacuum. 
 
JL: You and Bunny out there all by yourselves? 
 
HK: That was my involvement with the passage of Title IX.  The 1970 bill didn‟t go 
anywhere, and it was two years later that Green tacked it on to the higher education 
amendments.  That was the thing to do because no one could vote against that bill and it 
was just a little amendment. And as I am sure other people will tell you, there was no 
opposition.  There was no support.  It was just some little thing that she was determined 
she wasn‟t going to let the bill out of committee onto the floor without it.  Bunny, or 
whoever, ginned up a supporter in the Senate who was Birch Bayh, Democratic Senator 
from Indiana and he put in the amendment on the Senate side so that it was in both bills.  
He put in and made a little bit of legislative history but there were never any hearings in 
the Senate.  The education committee in the Senate didn‟t pay any attention to it and 
Birch Bayh was on the Labor and Public Welfare Committee.  He wasn‟t on the 
Education Committee.  There wasn‟t anybody on the committee in the Senate who got 
involved in any way.  So Bayh did his thing but again there was no hearing, there was no 
lobbying, there was no opposition.   
 
JR: And the administration at that point just didn‟t bother talking about it at all? 
 
HK: No.  They didn‟t support the bill, but they didn‟t oppose it. They opposed it but 
they didn‟t lobby against it.  They didn‟t bring any force against it; no one brought any 
force against it.  It was just one of a million little things in the bill. 
 
JL: Bunny says she asked Edith if she should do some lobbying and Edith said 
something like “For God‟s sakes, no; just be quiet, nobody knows it‟s happening, it‟ll just 
happen.” 
 
HK: And she was right because we saw what happened as soon as anybody started 
realizing what the amendment might mean.  It‟s when the shit hit the fan.  So she was 
absolutely right and it worked and it got through.    
 
There‟s a little bit more connected with this.  In 1972, right before Title IX passed, the 
Commissioner of Education, who is by now Sydney Marland, set up a federal women‟s 
program.  I guess every agency had one, that must‟ve been an executive order of some 
sort that agencies would have to do something about women because there was so much 
going on.  The US Office of Education had a federal women‟s program coordinator.  I 
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honestly don‟t know what she did, maybe she was trying to get more women in positions.   
The Education‟s federal women‟s program coordinator, Joan Thompson, got the 
Commissioner to set up an internal task force on sex discrimination in education.   This 
was a standard bureaucratic method of dealing with new issues and then advising the 
agency on what the agency should be doing.   Joan got me appointed to chair it.  I didn‟t 
know anything about it.  She came to me one day and said “The commissioner is going to 
appoint a task force and I want you to chair it.  OK?”   And I said “I guess, ok.”  All of a 
sudden, the Commissioner sets up this task force.  This was all terribly timely because 
Title IX had passed the House and was in conference or something.  It was on the verge 
of passing.  This was a very, very smart thing that she did.  To say alright, there‟s about 
to be a law here and what is the situation with the US Office of Education, to what extent 
are its grant programs contributing to the problem?  To what extent are its grant programs 
contributing to the solution?  And what should this agency be doing, knowing that when 
Title IX did pass it wasn‟t going to be administered by the Office of Education.  OCR 
would have responsibility for it, but she said this agency should be contributing to the 
solution not the problem, so let‟s find out what the situation is.  So in May of ‟72 the US 
Office of Education set up this task force.  This is the report [pointing to printed report]; 
we had like 10 people on it plus me.   Joan Thompson is listed as the technical advisor.  
My boss, my great boss, the guy who went to the White House with me, Charles 
Saunders, let me go from my job (shows how important I was) and I spent six months full 
time working on this report.  I was basically relived of almost all of my other duties, and 
he said go do it.  I had one other person working nearly full time with me, Maryann 
Milsap – Did you meet Maryann?   
 
JR: The name sounds familiar. 
 
HK: That‟s because of this [holds document], which if you don‟t have it you‟re going 
to get it; this is her Master‟s thesis at Harvard Education School.  Maryann is an 
evaluation specialist.  She recently retired from APT.  She was working for NIE, I think, 
when it was still part of Office of Education, before it was established as a separate 
agency.  She was in the research part of the Office of Education and she was assigned to 
the task force too.  She also got herself freed up a lot to work on that.  We collected the 
data on all the programs -- how many girls and boys were benefiting and what was the 
situation in employment.  We got all of the statistics that were available, and we also 
were able to show there were many areas where nobody knew how many boys and girls, 
men and women, were being served, because no one had bothered to collect the data.  
One of our recommendations was that every program should know how many of each 
gender.  The other members of the task force were pretty much peripherally involved; it 
was really Maryann and I that did the great bulk of the work.  We all had jobs and we 
were lowly staffers.  I was fortunate enough, (laughs) shows how important I was in my 
job for my boss to say “ok, go do that.”  But we were the ones who had the interest and 
had enough freedom from our jobs to always put in a lot of time on the report.   
 
JL: Appointed in the early part of ‟72 and a report in the early part of November? 
That is beyond fast. 
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HK: We also stole a typist.  This was still before the age of computers, and I didn‟t 
even type then, so we stole this wonderful woman.  She was a secretary and very 
unhappy in her job, very smart and poorly used so we basically got her assigned and she 
did all the secretarial work.  She typed everything.  Title IX hadn‟t passed yet.  The 
Office of Education to its credit said we need to do a self-examination and we need to see 
what this agency could be doing.  We wrote gobs of appendices with recommendations 
for each program office and broke it down to make it very clear so nobody could say we 
don‟t really know what we‟re supposed to be doing.  In November we presented that task 
force report and as the way these things work the task force was then dissolved.  Thank 
you very much, everybody go back to work now.  You did what we asked you to do 
which was to give a report to the agency about what we think the agency should be doing 
with recommendations.  I bring this up because that‟s one thing I did, along the time of 
Title IX.    
 
Quite aside from the recommendations (and I don‟t know whether they were 
implemented), I think a couple of things came out of task force.  One, it gave me some 
visibility although the report was not really for publication.  It was a public document in 
the sense that you could get it, but it was not something that was publicized.  It was an 
internal agency thing.  But it apparently did give me some visibility because at some 
point after this I had a surprise visit from Terry Saario of the Ford Foundation.  She 
called and said she was Terry Saario from the Ford Foundation and could she come talk 
to me. She met with me in my office and she had seen the report, she knew that I was the 
chief author of it and was the chair of the task force.  It was a very strange meeting.  I 
really didn‟t know why she came to see me or what she was up to and she talked to me a 
little bit about what I was doing.  At some point she said, “Would you ever be interested 
in doing something outside the government around these women‟s issues?”  And I said, 
“Well maybe.”  This is what I really care about now, but I thought it was just all really 
odd.  I did not know what prompted it and I didn‟t know for a long time. But the report 
gave me this visibility and apparently introduced me to some people who were 
instrumental later on.   
 
And the other thing was the data that we collected in here and the story that we told about 
what the problem was in education.  We were able to get more data than had been 
complied in the Title IX hearings, I‟m sure I pulled from that record as well as other 
sources.  During the big initial fight on the Title IX regulation, in the comment period, 
outside groups were able to pull from this.  They were quoting statistics from this report 
so it got around a bit even though it was never really publicized.  As I said, it‟s public 
information, you would get it if you ask for it.  Some people found out about it and asked 
for it so I think that‟s the other impact.   
 
I went back to my job, Title IX passed, and then nothing much happened for a long time 
(laughs) but eventually the Department of HEW put together an internal task force to 
work on the Title IX regulation and I was assigned to that as well.  Was I the Office of 
Education representative?  I don‟t remember; there may have been somebody else, but I 
was asked to represent for the legislative office of the Office of Education in the internal 
task force.  Now most of the direction was coming out of the Secretary‟s office.  There 
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were lawyers (they‟re the ones who actually draft the language); by the time they had this 
task force meeting we probably had a draft from the lawyers, but there were months of 
discussions and drafts and issues going on internally in the agency and I was part of that.   
I was one of the very few real feminist voices there.  Another was B. Anne Kleindienst, 
who was the head of the HEW Women‟s Action Program.   
 
JR: What was her first name? 
 
HK: B. Anne Kleindienst.  You‟ll get all these names, the proper names and spellings, 
from the MaryAnn‟s thesis.   
 
JL: She was not from the Women‟s Equity Action League? 
 
HK: No, this is inside HEW.  The US Office of Education had a federal women‟s 
program coordinator.  Secretary Richardson had set up some women‟s rights stuff when 
he was Secretary of HEW.  Initially he had an Advisory Council on the Rights and 
Responsibilities of Women, and he set up a Women‟s Action Program.  When he was 
secretary of HEW, Xandra Kayden headed up the Women‟s Action Programs.   Xandra‟s 
out in California now at UCLA.   
 
JR: OH!  I ran across her name in the archives. 
 
HK: She was an early feminist voice empowered by Elliot Richardson.  He set that 
office up fairly close to the Secretary‟s office as I remember so Xandra really actually 
had access to him.  I don‟t know what all they did but by the time the Title IX regulations 
were being discussed and chomped over inside the agency, B. Anne Kleindienst was 
heading up that Women‟s Action Program and she also was assigned to that group.  It 
was me and B. Anne, in my memory (laughs), who were the people who always wanted 
to make things stronger.  We conspired as best we could; everybody else was lawyers, 
bureaucrats, and people who didn‟t particularly care about the issue.  There was another 
woman on that internal Title IX task force who was really shepherding it.  It‟s probably a 
name you‟ve heard before, Gwen Gregory, who was also a lawyer.  This was kind of 
Gwen‟s assignment and she later organized the public hearings that they held around the 
country on the draft regulation.  For several years after that she was always the one who 
was shepherding it.  I think she was in the General Counsel‟s office. 
 
JL: I think she was Communications Director for OCR.  I worked at HEW for a time. 
 
HK:  When were you there? 
 
JL: ‟75 to ‟77. 
 
HK: So you were actually on the inside for some of these issues?    
 
JL: Just the time when they were up at the hill. 
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HK: So Gwen was the shepherd but my view always was that Gwen was not a 
feminist.  She was a Republican, she was a political appointee, and, in my view, was not 
a feminist.  Was not exactly an enemy, but she probably would‟ve called herself a 
pragmatist.  Did you know Gwen? 
 
JL: Yeah.  B. Anne is not related to Richard Kleindeinst of the Justice Department? 
 
HK: Oh, no!  B. Anne was a great advocate during those two years in the internal 
discussions on the regulations.  Nothing I can particularly remember, except one thing 
that I was very anxious to support.  One of the things I was very, very eager for was for 
the regulation to cover curriculum materials.  I had had an education in how horribly 
biased many textbooks were, especially elementary school textbooks.  Where had I 
learned about that?  Maybe Myra and David Sadker had done some of their research and 
published it.  There was Lenny Weitzman and Shelia Tobias who had a slide show on sex 
bias in text books. 
 
JR: Yes, it traveled around.   
 
HK: Did you ever see it? 
 
JR: I think I did. 
 
HK: Because it was hair-raising.  I think it was Lenny Weitzman and Sheila Tobias 
from the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund.  They were both board members.  So 
I had seen that.  I was very convinced that the sex bias in text books was a horrible thing 
and was anxious that the Title IX regulation be clear that that was covered.  I don‟t 
remember whether we actually got the lawyers to put something in the drafts that were 
floating around.  I don‟t remember whether we actually had a provision in there, or 
whether we were talking about it and trying to talk them into it.  A letter arrived from the 
President of Stanford, now I find out you have read this letter!  To Caspar Weinberger, 
who was then Secretary at HEW, and he, of course, was from California.  So this was 
from somebody he knew probably quite well, who wrote him this letter saying it would 
be the worst thing in the world to write a regulation that Title IX banned sex bias in 
curriculum materials because of academic freedom.   And, as I said, that was it.  End of 
discussion.  The word came down from Weinberger that above all else there would be 
nothing in that regulation on curriculum materials.  Period.  The end.  That was it.  One 
letter. 
 
JL: I think I remember reading about this in the comments.  Maybe there was a 
question about whether we should, because there was still discussion about it.  Maybe it 
was just we‟ll placate people and ask the question, but in the end we know what the 
answers going to be.  Maybe it was after the draft came out, it was sort of absolutely not.   
 
HK: What was the date of that letter, do you remember? 
 
JL: I don‟t remember, but we can sort it all out. 
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HK: My memory was that it was not part of public comment.  It was something that 
for some reason Weinberger got wind of it.  Somebody got to him and my memory of it, 
it was something that just arrived and there was no crowd it was part of.  It wasn‟t part of 
10,000 comments is my memory of it.  I left to start up PEER [Project on Equal 
Education Rights] that summer in 1974.  I was not inside HEW by the time they got the 
comments.  I was on the outside filing comments.  No, it came when no one was really 
talking about it; things were just quietly going on inside the department. 
 
JL: So maybe it was after you were at PEER – there was a lot of discussion about the 
curriculum question. 
 
HK: Yeah, because we filed comments arguing for coverage.  
 
JL: You knew the answer was going to be no. 
 
HK: Yeah.  Yeah.  But the case had been closed during the internal discussions as a 
result of that one letter, I promise. 
 
JR: As an aside, it was after this that textbook publishers really started saying, “We 
have to do this” and they did it.  I don‟t know if we know why.  But did PEER work on 
this?   
 
HK: Well, there was publicity and the Sadkers‟ were working on the issue and 
probably local NOW groups making a fuss.   
 
JL: There were probably authors willing to do it.   
 
HK: And Sheila and Lenny were running around the country doing a slide show and 
talking it up, so there was a fuss about it, but it wasn‟t coming from the government.   
 
JL: Before we leave you at HEW  – for the major project we‟re working on, we are 
also interested in school desegregation.  Did that issue cross your desk?  We know HEW 
had been sued because they stopped enforcing Title VI or doing school investigations.   
 
HK: What are you wondering? 
 
JL: Oh, anything.  Do you have any stories? 
 
HK: Given my excellent vantage point in the agency, starting in 1968, I saw  the Nixon 
administration coming in, and I saw the administration back off on bussing.  I saw them 
back off on civil rights.  And I don‟t remember exactly what it was that I saw.  Harold 
Howe and the Johnson administration had fought bloody battles over this thing and then 
the Republicans came in and my impression was that they were basically dismantling the 
enforcement machinery on bussing and racial desegregation in the schools.  And it got 
real quiet.  And I also saw that in order to fight for bussing, racial integration, and 
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education that the black civil rights groups began to form advocacy groups.  They had 
outside advocacy organizations based in Washington whose mission was to fight the 
government for enforcement of the civil rights laws.  There was the Inc Fund [NAACP 
Legal Defense Fund].  But in particular I was very aware of Marian Edelman‟s work. 
Marian set up the Washington Research Project, which later became the Children‟s 
Defense Fund.  I saw Marian Edelman as having established an advocacy organization 
and saw what she did -- publicity, public attention, embarrassment, getting the 
information on what the government wasn‟t doing, going to Congress.  So I saw that 
happening.   
 
When Title IX passed, I saw how little appetite the Nixon administration had to do 
anything with it.  I saw them dragging their feet, I saw them happy to spend two years 
talking about it and beginning to realize that there were some really nasty little 
controversial issues that frankly, they didn‟t want to have anything to do with.  It was 
clear to me that this bunch was not going to enforce this law.  They really had to be 
dragged kicking and screaming.  It became obvious to me that unless women‟s rights 
groups started becoming advocates, started forming more organizations that would be 
public policy advocates, Title IX wasn‟t going anywhere.  Of course, there was NOW, 
but they weren‟t policy advocates focused on this issue in Washington or within the 
Executive Branch, like black groups had done.  The government wasn‟t publicizing it, 
and they weren‟t telling school districts what they had to do.  Without a regulation there 
was no guidance anyway.  They weren‟t running around the country saying something‟s 
gotta change.  They weren‟t doing anything.  That was my connection with it.  I didn‟t 
really work on any of the racially-oriented civil rights issues in my job there.   I don‟t 
remember doing that, but I saw.  I saw what was going on and I saw how they operated.  
And I saw people like Marian Edelman being effective.   
 
The thing that happened that got me out of being an inside advocate to going outside was 
another accident of fate.  So many of these things are all accidents of fate, aren‟t they?  I 
think it was the NEA and Shirley McCune who put on probably the first conference ever 
on sex equity in education.  It was out at Erly House.  Again I don‟t remember when it 
was exactly, well it would‟ve been ‟73 or so – title IX passed, but the regulation wasn‟t 
out yet.  People came from around the country for this conference and stayed out there. 
Shirley got foundation money and they all paid for it, so I was sent.  You know, she‟s the 
feminist, send her!  I don‟t remember whether there was anybody else from HEW.  Erly 
House is in Virginia somewhere outside of Washington and they ran a bus from 
downtown Washington for all the people who were coming from Washington.  Other 
people flew in.  So I got on the bus and I sat next to a woman I had never met before.  
Her name was Anne Grant, and she was a teacher from New York.  She was the 
Volunteer Education Committee Chair for NOW.   I remember a conversation where we 
were talking about Title IX and I was telling her the woes of how the people in HEW 
really didn‟t want it and didn‟t want to do anything about it and having seen the Nixon 
administration backpedal on racial civil rights and that groups like NOW had to have 
people in Washington whose job it was to put the pressure on the government or it just 
wasn‟t going to happen.  Just like the civil rights group.  So I gave her this pitch, you 
guys need to do this.  It‟s great there‟s an education committee but you need people in 
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Washington to put the pressure on.  She said, “I know Mary Jane Talley” (she was the 
volunteer president of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund which had fairly 
recently been set up by NOW along the lines of the NAACP Inc Fund).  They had a 
board and were taking on some legal cases but there was really not much going on.  
Anyway she said, “I know Mary Jane and Mary Jane has these foundation contacts in 
New York.  Why don‟t we see if we can get a grant and you could do that.”  This was a 
totally bizarre idea because I never imagined anything like that – it was just something 
you guys should be doing.  She said, “I‟ll talk to Mary Jane and we‟ll see if we can get 
some appointments with the foundations.  Would you be willing to do something with 
this if we were successful?”  I said, “Sure.”   
 
It seems to me it was maybe some months later that I got a call from Anne saying, “Mary 
Jane set up some foundation appointments and could you please write a proposal?  We 
need a proposal.  We want you to come up to New York (we‟ll pay your way I‟m sure) 
and she‟s got a meeting at the Ford Foundation and I think Rockefeller so write a 
proposal.” AH!  A grant proposal.   Well, fortunately, my boyfriend I was living with at 
the time was a guy named Larry Feldman, who was the executive director of a 
Washington-based advocacy group whose issue was childcare.  Larry was an executive 
director, he was foundation-funded, he had raised the money for this group.  It was 
another one of these groups that started with a volunteer board; they got Larry involved 
and he wrote proposals and they got funding.  Their whole reason for being was to 
advocate federally funding for daycare across the country, so it was actually another 
feminist issue.  So, fortunately, the guy I lived with he knew how to write proposals.  
And I had no idea.  He didn‟t write mine, I wrote it, but he showed me how.  He showed 
me samples -- here‟s what you do and here‟s what‟s gotta go in it.  I actually did sit down 
and write some kind of proposal and shipped it up to New York.  Then we went up there 
and visited Terry Saario – what a coincidence – at the Ford Foundation!  And Marilyn 
Levy at the Rockefeller Family Fund.  I think we just had those two visits, so here‟s 
Terry Saario again.  What I now understand is that Terry was putting together a whole 
constellation of women‟s rights programs.  And she was actively looking for people who 
could run them.  I don‟t know how she got my name or who she knew who knew me or 
whatever but I think that she was nosing around having somehow identified me as a 
possibility.  Then quite coincidentally I connected with Anne Grant and NOW and the 
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund.  Mary Jane was gung-ho to raise money for 
this.  We met with them and Terry funded the project.  At some point I got the call saying 
Ford was going to fund the project so quit your job, we‟ve got a job for you.  And I quit 
my job and left to found PEER.  That‟s how that all happened. 
 
JR: Wow.  Talk about coincidences.  
 
HK: It was the summer of 1974 – the Title IX regulation had just gone out on the street 
in draft.  There was a four month public comment period – I only remember that because 
Mary Ann wrote that up.  Gwen Gregory was organizing this road show of hearings 
across the country to solicit public comment.  The whole public comment process and the 
process that gave Congress veto power over an Executive branch regulation was new.    
They got ten thousand some comments but nothing had ever happened like that before 
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and I‟m sure they had never put on a road show to get public comment.  It was a pretty 
smart thing to do, actually.  Because by then they knew that there were lots of 
controversies and it was going to get into a lot of controversial issues, so I think it was 
kind of cover-your-ass and make sure that we hear from all the football coaches and all 
the people who need to weigh in on it so we don‟t get into more trouble than we need to 
when we actually finalize the regulation.  Right in the middle of that the Ford Foundation 
came through.  I quit my job, had this other job to set up PEER and get office space.  I‟m 
sure I had probably a lot of support from my boyfriend because I didn‟t know any of that.  
 
JR:  How did you know how to do that? 
 
HK: I was thinking – I didn‟t. 
 
And I remember Marilyn Levy at Rockefeller, who did not fund us at the time but later 
did, saying to me, but do you know how to order the paper clips?  (laughter)  I didn‟t say 
no, but she said something like I want to be sure that people that we fund know how to do 
it.  I don‟t know how to order the paper clips.  (laughs)  I had no idea – I‟d been nothing 
but a federal bureaucrat my entire life. 
 
JL: Did you have to find space or did somebody already know how to find space? 
 
HK: No, I had to find space.  And the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, what 
little office it had, was in New York, so it had no presence in Washington. 
 
JR: Did you talk to Marian Edelman or others about how to set this organization up? 
 
HK: No.  I didn‟t know her.  I watched from a distance.  I had no contact with her.  No, 
that would‟ve been smart, but I wasn‟t that smart. 
 
JL: You just did it all by yourself?  
 
HK: I don‟t remember how I found office space and I must‟ve had some help from the 
Fund.  Maybe they did something out of their New York office, but I don‟t think they 
found us office space.   
 
JL: As I recall, reading their papers, there was actually a big controversy about 
whether they were going to make you be in New York.  Clearly you had to be in DC, but 
they weren‟t sure. 
 
HK: I don‟t remember that being a battle.  It may have been more of an internal 
discussion on the board or something.  I don‟t remember having to fight for that. 
 
JR: There were little memos about how money was spent.  Little bits of money. 
 
HK: They didn‟t like how money was spent? 
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JR: I don‟t remember; I think there were things about travel expenses.   
 
HK: Well, there were no policies and the organization was so new we probably 
presented a lot of administrative issues that they never had to deal with before.  We had 
money for three and a half staff people.  So I could hire two and a half people, and I think 
the half was a secretary. 
 
JR: How did you come up with a name? 
 
HK: Um, hmm, I‟m trying to remember.  I think I had hired a couple of people and we 
came up with the name together.  I honestly don‟t really remember except wanting the 
acronym.  I was big on having an acronym.   
 
JR: It‟s a great acronym.   
 
HK: Yes.  I really wanted to have an acronym that meant something and 
communicated something.  Washington is the acronym capital of the universe.  Of course 
it was going to be an acronym.  I don‟t remember but I have a feeling that there were 
several of us sitting around.  Maybe it was with Mary Jane in New York.  I don‟t 
remember. 
 
JL: So the first task in ‟74 was to deal with the Title IX proposed regulation? 
 
HK: Right, jumped into that.  It was like jumping in off the deep end, somewhat hot 
and heavy.  And things were already in motion.  WEAL had filed its analysis and Bella 
Abzug put that in the Congressional Record.  A lot of the organizations that were 
interested in women‟s rights were signing on to the WEAL comments.  I thought it was 
important that PEER should file comments so I think one of our first jobs was to get 
together our own comments on the Title IX regulation.  The other thing was to set up the 
operations -- I had to hire people and find office space, etc.  In addition to seeing that this 
was needed, it was also clear to me that with three and a half people, we weren‟t going to 
get anywhere alone and that we needed allies.  We had to find other groups to work for 
the same common goal.  Obviously, there was WEAL, but it needed to be a lot broader 
than that.  We ought to be able to get the education groups -- educations groups not just 
women‟s groups -- so one of the first things I did was to call Bunny [Sandler].  I think I 
probably met Bunny at that Erly House conference on women‟s issues.  I knew Bunny, 
I‟d met Shirley [McCune], and possibly Margot [Polivy].  She was working for Bella 
Abzug or was she already at AIAW?   
 
JL: Did she work for Bella?  We are talking to her in two weeks. 
 
HK: Yeah.  She can tell you everything; she was the whole sports thing, a fabulous 
person.  So I don‟t know that I had met Margot then.  I‟d met Bunny and Shirley.  Bunny 
was the advocate for getting legislation and filing the lawsuits.  Shirley was the early one 
who recognized the issue, got funded, and set up an internal program inside NEA to do 
something through the teachers. 
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JR: And she was at NEA? 
 
HK: She was at NEA.  I don‟t know where she came from or how she got there.  
Shirley did really important work early on – not so much as an advocate, because she 
wasn‟t really a public policy advocate.  She saw her mission as educating teachers and 
mobilizing teachers about what needed to be done.  So I called Bunny and I called 
Shirley.  They might have been the only two in Washington that I knew on this issue.  
I‟m not sure I knew anybody else, but they knew others.  I said we have to get together.   
I basically generated a little meeting.   I probably had them over to PEER.  We said there 
is this Title IX comment period for the regulation and we‟ve got to be working together.  
That was the start of what we were then calling the Education Taskforce.  Initially, I 
think, Shirley gave us a room to meet in at NEA.  It just started informally.  I‟m sure that 
my phone call was the first one but then Bunny reached out and Shirley reached out.  
Shirley ultimately did not stick with that group; we were too advocacy-oriented for her.  




HK: She‟d have to speak for herself, but that was always my read.  She was not a 
policy advocate and she just wasn‟t comfortable in our company.  So she didn‟t continue 
with it but I know she was in those early meetings.  We set up this thing called the 
Education Taskforce and what we attempted to do was to bring together the people in 
Washington who represented women‟s groups and education groups who cared, who 
were feminists, who could work together and to coordinate as much as possible our 
reactions to the Title IX regulation.  A year later, we formalized the Taskforce – we 
called it the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education.  I don‟t remember if 
we ever did formal by-laws but we said we needed some rules.  That Coalition still exists.   
 
JL: It‟s got a great website.  
 
HK: So that‟s how that got started.  Where shall I go from here? 
 
JL: That‟s a good question.  We‟re good, but we might run out of energy.  Why don‟t 
we talk just a little bit more about something and then we‟ll stop, regroup, and start again 
tomorrow.  Let‟s talk just a little more about the group and responding to the Title IX 
regulation.  I have an image of this Coalition, perhaps because Jean and I were creating 
similar things. 
 
HK: Where were you at the time? 
 
JL: I was at Indiana at the time creating a women‟s studies program in somebody‟s 
living room.  I was the only female professor in my unit. And I was talking to the only 
female professor in some other unit.   
 
HK: We were all doing the same thing around the country.  What were you doing? 
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JR: I was still in graduate school at Cornell studying political science.  The 
department had just hired their first woman faculty member and there were five women 
in the graduate program out of over a hundred.  And every time you‟d mention something 
about women all of the guys would go “aw.”   
 
HK: Right, it‟s not that they fought us, it wasn‟t important for the most part. 
 
JL: I remember, first of all you could know everybody because it was a relatively 
small group.  Coalition building was certainly necessary but not as hard as it is today, 
which although it‟s easier technologically it‟s just harder to know who‟s who.  It‟s just 
much more difficult.  I have this image of a relatively small group of women meeting 
over these issues.  I‟d like to know more about how that conversation went.  I don‟t  
necessarily mean specifics, but did somebody say, “we need a position on curriculum?”  
Was it more open-ended?  Or did you use the Title IX regulation as the starting point to 
outline your conversation?   
 
HK: In that early stage, this group did not take a position.  It wasn‟t that formal and we 
couldn‟t.  For one thing there were several groups like WEAL which was already on 
record about something; some of that had already happened.  Or some of these other 
groups were at least in motion and they had already submitted comments or were in the 
process of submitting them.  Also, we weren‟t all going to agree all the time.   
 
Who this all was -- besides the three of us who now had any funding (Bunny, Shirley, 
and me) -- was who somebody knew in an education or some other kind of a national, 
non-profit group who had some feminist, some woman, somewhere in the organization, 
often in junior positions who cared.   That‟s the way it worked, right?  You just knew  
there was somebody.  We were always bringing in some junior assistant in some big high 
powered group – like the Council of Chief State School Officers.  Now there‟s not a more 
macho, male-dominated thing in the whole of Washington.  Was Cindy Brown there then 
or Susan Bailey?  Every single one of these main stream male-dominated education 
groups all had women staffers and some of them were feminists.  They caught wind of, or 
knew somebody in NEA, or knew Shirley or found me or came to a meeting.  That‟s all 
they could do maybe.  The idea of actually steering their organization -- well, that was the 
purpose, but first, let‟s meet and conspire.  It was a conspiracy more than anything else.  
It was an informal conspiracy.  What do we know?  Also some of us had been inside, so 
there‟s also what‟s going on at HEW. 
 
JL: Could you still call over there and find out what was going on?  
 
HK: Sure.  They were quite willing to talk.  B. Anne Kleindienst was still there.  Rosa 
Weiner in the Civil Rights Office was a sympathetic person, so yes, I had sources of 
information and had people I talked to.  Bunny knew people in the Labor Department, 
and I‟m sure Shirley had her sources in the Office of Education.  So yes, particularly 
those of us who had been inside knew people and we knew women.  In my memory 
going back then, one of the issues was it‟s not only how you organize but who you 
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organize with.  There were other women involved with things like the League of Women 
Voters or Business and Professional Women.  You weren‟t sure who might support 
women‟s issues or who might say “I‟m not a bra burner” or whatever it is they would say, 
“I don‟t want to get involved.” 
 
JL: Or conversely there might be people who you‟d never expect to be supportive 
who in fact were.  Did you already know at that stage, when you‟re sitting in this room 
conspiring but you‟re not necessarily coming up with a unified position, who the 
opposition was?  Was it clear or was part of what you were doing identifying the 
opposition? 
 
HK: Oh, I don‟t think we had to work hard to do that.  (Laughs)  When the opposition 
appeared it was quite visible, it showed up testifying at Congressional hearings. 
 
JR: Was that when football became the issue? 
 
HK: Well, football immediately became the issue.  
 
JL: I see at least two.  One is the government as the opposition, because they weren‟t . 
. . . 
 
HK: That was a passive opposition.  It wasn‟t an active opposition; it was passive. 
 
JL: But you were fighting with them, pushing them for action.   
 
HK: Inaction is, of course, the bureaucracy‟s way of doing nothing.   
 
JR: So there‟s football. 
 
JL: Are there other opponents?  Is the Chamber of Commerce out there lobbying?    
 
HK: No, it was NCAA.  It was NCAA. 
 
Back on finding people and what organizations.  First of all I don‟t have any sense of it 
being hard or having to particularly work at it.  My sense is it‟s like all these informal 
networks – it‟s all you know somebody and Bunny comes in and she knows Joy 
Simonson and Joy has some kind of an organization that she‟s heading up and Joy knows 
somebody else.  Sometimes it‟s weird organizations because it‟s where the feminists 
were who knew each other – so somebody knows somebody knows somebody and we 
were “Ya‟ll come!”  We didn‟t say let‟s go after someone at the Council of Chief State 
School Officers.  We were up on who wants to do something, who‟s out there?  Who 
cares?  Who can do something; who can get something done?  And who wants to.  I think 
it all just built naturally, and it seems to me at every meeting there were probably more 
people representing more organizations.  We didn‟t go after heads of anything.  It was 
always the women staffers who caught wind of it because somebody they knew said, 
“Hey there‟s this group and there‟s all this stuff, why don‟t you come to the next 
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meeting.”  So I think it grew very naturally and organically and effortlessly and there was 
a core of people who were already activists, policy advocates with what Bunny had done 
and what I had done.  We already knew the game, we knew the scene, some of us knew 
Congress, some of us knew the Executive branch.  We knew a lot about how these people 
operated.  The involvement with the non-profits came for people like Judy Lichtman, a 
bunch of these people were inside, the Brown sisters (Cindy and Linda Brown), Marcia 
Greenberger, I don‟t know where Marcia had been, Margot had worked for Bella Abzug, 
so a lot of us came later to the idea of using a non-profit as a base.  Got funding; some 
organization decided we‟ve got to have a woman doing the women‟s stuff.  It became the 
thing.   So it was all pretty natural.   
 
JL: And the knowing what to do part was pretty obvious too, right? 
 
HK: We were almost always responding.  Things kept happening that needed response. 
 
JL: Or not happening? 
 
HK: Or not happening.  We had to gin up something and PEER was in the business of 
making something happen that wasn‟t happening, which was enforcement.  But the legal 
issues around Title IX, the regulation, once they issued that draft regulation, then a string 
of firecrackers started going off, which is still going off.  You know, this string of 
firecrackers is still going off to this day.  It‟s never gone to rest.  And often something 
happened and we were -- how do we counter this?  Often the action was negative.  What 
was going to happen was negative, or had happened was negative, so we had just natural 
organizing points around bad stuff that kept popping up.  
 
For example, there was the Tower amendment.  Looking at Mary Ann‟s report reminded 
me of when things happened.  That popped up in Congress and had to be dealt with.  The 
draft regulation came out in ‟74; the Tower Amendment popped up right after the draft 
came out as an amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, to exempt 
revenue-producing sports.  There we are.  We didn‟t pick that fight.  It happened.  So 
obviously you‟ve got to do something about that.  That was probably the first organizing 
point aside from responding to the regulation and trying to get the regulation stronger.   
What we were all trying to do was to shore up a regulation which we all thought was 
quite weak, but then the Tower Amendment came along that was going to exempt 
revenue-producing sports.  Disaster!  So that was an organizing point – what do we do 
about that?  And I don‟t remember the details, but it was what do we do about that and 
somebody came up with an alternative and we lobbied for that.  Again we started using 
whatever networks we had.  I could tap the NOW networks across the country, you 
needed grassroots support, so we used who we could get to.  Margot, by that point, was 
counsel for AIAW with all those women athletic directors and women coaches.  A very 
important group.  They were the ones who knew all the issues.  That was the first really 
big fight that happened before all the comments were in -- to fight off the Tower 
Amendment.  So that‟s how we decided what to do – oh my gosh, disaster!  They‟re 
trying to get football and basketball and everything else off the hook.  We‟ve got to do 
something.  Who do we know? 
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JL: And what about opposition from mainstream education – was there opposition? 
 
HK: We were mainstream education – our group.  We had representatives from all the 
mainstream groups.  NEA, AFL-CIO, AAUP, AAUW. Bunny was at the Association of 
American Colleges and Universities, that was a mainstream education group.  Where was 
Donna Shavlik?  American Council on Education?  You don‟t get more mainstream than 
that.   
 
So they couldn‟t be against us, could they?   We were them.  Part of the job of the women 
who were in the task force then the Coalition inside their organization, one of 
everybody‟s job was to get your organization lined up.  And whatever fight we felt we 
had, in whatever way we could.  Well, sometimes Bunny couldn‟t always deliver AACU, 
but  they let her speak publicly.  Shirley McCune probably could deliver NEA – that was 
a liberal group anyway.  Donna couldn‟t always deliver the American Council on 
Education, but she was a respected internal voice.  Part of our strategy as a coalition was 
to mobilize the power, at least the illusion, that this was mainstream stuff.  It wasn‟t a 
bunch of NOW people out there.  It was mainstream educators saying yes, there‟s a law, 
we need to be doing this.  The whole point of that Coalition was to move the 
organizations and use the organization resources as far as we could.   
 
You were asking about the taskforce and how it operated.  We didn‟t file comments, but 
as we evolved we had things that we were doing.  We mounted campaigns to defeat the 
Tower Amendment and later to save the Title IX regulation after NCAA went after and 
tried to kill it.  Sometimes that meant a formal piece of testimony or actually a public 
position, but we recognized from the start that because of the nature of the group often 
we couldn‟t possibly get all of these organizations together on a single position, 
especially when there was controversy within the education community.  So whenever 
there was a fight to be fought and a position to be taken our strategy was we would work 
out a position, internally in our meetings, and decide what the Coalition was going to do 
and then everybody went scrambling back to their organizations to try to get their 
organization to sign on.  We developed a strategy for each individual issue/campaign that 
we would present ourselves publicly as the National Coalition for Women and Girls in 
Education representing the following organizations and that list changed every time we 
took on a front.  Sometimes we could get ACE and sometimes we couldn‟t; we could 
always get NOW; we could always get WEAL; we could always get the National 
Women‟s Political Caucus.  We could always get the women‟s groups and we‟d come to 
a consensus what position we were going to take and what we were going to fight for – 
what our strategy was, so there would be a consensus in the group.  But that didn‟t mean 
that we could all deliver our organizations so we got as many as we could each time and 
that worked.  It worked.   
 
JL: Athletics, curriculum, what else? 
 
HK: I don‟t know that we had a consensus in the task force on the curriculum issue. 
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JL: Do you recall other issues? 
HK: There was support of Women‟s Educational Equity Act, there was funding for 
WEEA.  There were other issues besides Title IX.  There was what the Title IV of the 
Civil Rights Act program was funding.  We tried to get that to fund women‟s stuff which 
we weren‟t successful with as long as there was a male chauvinist guy who was heading 
it but when Carter came along and they put Shirley McCune in that job and all of a 
sudden things changed.  So we worked on other things besides just strict Title IX, but 
most of the big fights were either on sports or were generated around sports.  There was 
the big fight around the draft regulation.  One of the very early things that helped our 
group to coalesce was an attempt by HEW to include an internal grievance procedure 
provision in the final Title IX regulation – do you remember hearing about that?   
HEW was redrafting the regulation, quote in response to comments.  People in HEW told 
some of us what that draft looked like.  Mysterious people inside HEW put in a new 
requirement that they wanted to make part of the final regulation.  Each institution had to 
set up an internal grievance procedure and any complaints had to work their way through 
an internal grievance procedure before the government could even look at it.   We knew 
this was another way of killing the whole thing.  It would have been the death knell.  So 
we went to the White House on that one.   
We got a meeting.  We were probably called the National Coalition for Women and Girls 
in Education by that point.  I‟m not sure exactly when that happened, but I believe that 
the regulation had gone out of HEW and had gone to the White House with this in it.  
That‟s the point where we heard about it, I think.  So it was desperate.  Because the 
White House was going to put its seal of approval on this and we just knew that it was 
just another way of killing Title IX.  We got a meeting with somebody on the Domestic 
Policy staff in the White House and  
We were representing not just women‟s groups but mainstream education organizations 
and there was no question that we had to do everything we could to get that provision 
knocked out because we knew that this thing would‟ve been the Achilles‟ heel.  And 
somebody came up with the idea that we should ask them instead to put in an institutional 
self-evaluation to make every institution say, as we had done in the Office of Education, 
to what extent is our institution discriminating?  And what should we do about it?  So that 
was our main purpose in going to the White House was to get this grievance procedure 
knocked out of the final regulation and our secondary purpose was to get them to put in a 
requirement of self-evaluation.  We were successful in doing that. 
JL: It was a different White House?  By this time Gerald Ford is President; Nixon 
resigned.  
HK: It wasn‟t very different.  It was the same people.  Ford wasn‟t President very long.  
He wasn‟t a forceful person; it was the same party. 
: 
